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Background

WE ARE BOTTLENECKED

For years, our healthcare industry has been bottlenecked where sales teams intersect with supply chain 
functions.  We have not yet systemically replaced tactical price haggling activities with collaborative efforts 
to jointly innovate, to eliminate waste, to improve clinical outcomes, and to improve the patient 
experience. What gives? 

COVID-19 has compounded these symptoms while also surfacing new vulnerabilities. Your IDN customers 
are experiencing an unprecedented crisis on the frontlines of healthcare.  They urgently need solutions to 
a growing list of financial, operational and clinical challenges.  Your organization has many viable solutions, 
but somehow can’t earn the limited attention credits of your customers.  Why?

OLD WAYS WON’T OPEN NEW DOORS

We’ve known this day was coming for a long time.  The 
legacy sales tactics have already been showing signs of 
decreasing effectiveness as IDNs continue to merge, as 
IDNs expand their definitions of success, and as the 
supply chain function becomes an increasingly 
important primary entry point.  Marketing and Sales 
teamed up and embraced solution selling as a 
welcomed replacement to feature-benefit selling.  
Unfortunately, many sales teams didn’t receive formal 
development to expand their skills to fundamentally 
change HOW they do WHAT they do.  

COVID-19 surprised us by instantly and permanently altering the selling environment.  Virtual selling 
immediately displaced face-to-face interactions, and IDN leaders now exercise unprecedented discretion 
with their limited time.  In response, some of you quickly adapted to the new environment, reimagined 
your offerings, and modeled resourcefulness, problem solving and resilience.  Some sales leaders 
capitalized on opportunities to deepen trust during the crisis and created new partnerships.  Every 
successful sales team mastered virtual selling rather than secretly hoping for the return of normalcy.  

The recipe for sales success clearly demands more sophisticated strategies and tactics.  These new 
approaches require everyone in sales to “show up” differently, empowered by a broader and even deeper 
skill set.  The sales leader of the future pays attention to the changing landscape, adjusts the strategies and 
tactics and then invests in the skills that will enable the team to succeed.  

This inaugural survey summarizes the attributes, competencies and technical skills of the sales leader of 
the future, which represents a 360-degree perspective of industry participants.  
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Organization Type Position Level

Organization Size (in employees)

Respondent Demographics
115 responses

This is the first year of this survey administration, to help identify the skills necessary for the Sales Leader of 
the Future. Specifically, the objective is to help the industry prioritize the training and development 
opportunities. Our healthcare supply chain future depends on the collective preparedness of our Sales Leaders, 
including incumbent leaders, emerging leaders and next generation leaders.

Respondents were asked to assess healthcare sales leaders’ attributes, competencies and technical skills. We 
also asked specific questions about how the development priorities were influenced by COVID-19. 

Competencies are specific skills, which can be learned and mastered over time.  Attributes (or traits) are 
specific patterns of behavior we develop based on our personal and professional experiences. Technical Skills 
are what it takes to effectively sell to the healthcare supply chain.
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Leadership Attributes

Ethics is the highest priority leadership attribute for Sales Leaders, with Authentic and Growth & 
Learning Mindset following close. It is interesting that Financially Motivated is lowest rated, providing 
insight to incentives alignment for sales leaders. Empathy was rated fourth from the bottom in 
importance but during COVID was rated second. Is this a critical attribute for the future, or merely a 
crisis management tool? 

Relative Gap Between Importance and Consistency

Importance and 
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Leadership Competencies

Many listed competencies were rated as important with only a 0.61 difference between 
the top-rated Communications (4.67) and the lowest rated Planning/Goal Setting (4.06). 
Competencies can be learned and there is a clear need for development in these 
competency areas – especially when you notice the gap between their rated importance 
and how consistently the competencies are demonstrated by Sales Leaders. 

Relative Gap Between Importance and Consistency
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Technical Skills

Customer Relationship Management/VOC  and Account Management/Account Planning 
skills ranked highest for importance. The great news is Customer Relationship 
Management also had the highest rated proficiency, with Product Knowledge a close 
second.  Are we building relationships and selling features and benefits?  How are we 
engaging internal resources to service our customers?

Relative Gap Between Importance and Proficiency

Importance and proficiency were each assessed on a 1-5 scale by survey respondents.  
The difference between the importance and current level of proficiency is the gap reflected here.
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1. “Sales Leaders of the future have to be more strategic and stop selling.”

2. “The role of “trusted advisor” is still the goal. What has changed are the skills and knowledge required to be able to 
maintain that status.”

3. “In the future the basis for selling will advance however, understanding what customers need and why will not go 
away.”

4. “In this changing environment and business model the VOC is going to be more important than ever in shaping new 
paradigms.”

5. “Influence to better assist decision-making within the supply chain. Sometimes they know not what they do as they 
may not have the bigger global picture.”

6. “Critical thinking and curiosity using the voice of the customer to identify win-win opportunities aligned to shared 
organizational principles.”

7. “I believe Sales Leaders see themselves and what is important differently than others within their organizations; 
hence there is sometimes a disconnect that impedes ultimate success.”

8. “Strategy and planning are very important because you need the other skills to create a value proposition for the 
product or service – and be able to express that in a way that is data-driven and important to the customer.”

9. “Very difficult to bring value to customer when one cannot bring together various elements within the supplier 
organization in support of that customer.”

Comments and Suggestions from Respondents

What Competencies, Attributes and Technical Skills were most important during COVID?

This table shows the top five rated Competencies, Attributes, and Technical Skills that were important 
for Sales Leaders during COVID-19.  The top Competencies and Technical Skills are 80% the same. The 
Attributes shifted the most, with Empathy and Bias for Action rising to the top 5.  

Competencies Attributes Technical Skills
Communications (74%) Resilient & Optimistic (84%) Customer Relationship Management (82%)
Creative Problem Solving (70%) Empathetic (66%) Internal Resources Engagement (53%)
Customer-Focused (67%) Ethical (60%) Account Management  (43%)
Building Virtual Relationships (66%) Bias for Action (56%) Project Mgmt | Program Mgmt (32%)
Collaboration (65%) Authentic (54%) Product Knowledge (30%)
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		Response Statistics

		 		Count 		Percent 

		Complete 		75		57.30%

		Partial 		56		42.70%

		Disqualified 		0		0.00%

		Totals 		131		 

		

		

		1.Select the option best describing your current employer

		Value 		Percent 		Count 

		Supplier 		27.80%		32

		IDN / Hospital / Health System 		12.20%		14

		Distributor 		8.70%		10

		GPO 		3.50%		4

		Manufacturer 		23.50%		27

		Consultant / Advisor 		22.60%		26

		Other - Write In (Required) 		1.70%		2

		 		Totals 		115

		

		

		2.Select the option best describing your role

		Value 		Percent 		Count 

		C-Level 		12.20%		14

		VP Level 		26.10%		30

		Sales Leader 		11.30%		13

		Strategic Account Executive 		37.40%		43

		Other - Write In (Required) 		13.00%		15

		 		Totals 		115

		

		

		3.How many employees does your organization have? 

		Value 		Percent 		Count 

		More than 20,000 		20.90%		24

		10,000 - 19,999 		8.70%		10

		5,000 -  9,999 		13.90%		16

		2,500 - 4, 999 		11.30%		13

		751 - 2,499 		15.70%		18

		Fewer than 750 		29.60%		34

		 		Totals 		115

		

		

		4.When considering the Strategic Account Executive (SAE) of the Future, how important is each of the following leadership attributes?  (1 = unimportant, 3 = moderately important, 5 = critically important)

		 		1		 		2		 		3		 		4		 		5		 		Responses 

		 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 

		Authentic 		1		1.1% 		0		% 		5		5.3% 		27		28.4% 		62		65.3% 		95

		Bias for Action 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		16		16.8% 		40		42.1% 		38		40.0% 		95

		Courageous 		0		% 		3		3.2% 		22		23.2% 		43		45.3% 		27		28.4% 		95

		Curious & Inquisitive 		0		% 		2		2.1% 		7		7.4% 		48		50.5% 		38		40.0% 		95

		Empathetic 		0		% 		3		3.2% 		21		22.1% 		41		43.2% 		30		31.6% 		95

		Ethical 		1		1.1% 		0		% 		2		2.1% 		11		11.6% 		81		85.3% 		95

		Financially Motivated 		5		5.3% 		7		7.4% 		44		46.3% 		24		25.3% 		15		15.8% 		95

		Goal Driven 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		10		10.5% 		41		43.2% 		43		45.3% 		95

		Growth & Learning Mindset 		0		% 		0		% 		7		7.4% 		32		33.7% 		56		58.9% 		95

		Political Savvy 		0		% 		3		3.2% 		27		28.4% 		31		32.6% 		34		35.8% 		95

		Resilient & Optimistic 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		6		6.3% 		44		46.3% 		44		46.3% 		95

		

		

		5.During the COVID-19 outbreak, what leadership attributes were most vital to Sales Leadership success? (Choose your top five)  

		Value 		Percent 		Count 

		Authentic 		53.70%		51

		Bias for Action 		55.80%		53

		Courageous 		36.80%		35

		Curious & Inquisitive 		34.70%		33

		Empathetic 		66.30%		63

		Ethical 		60.00%		57

		Financially Motivated 		4.20%		4

		Goal-Driven 		22.10%		21

		Growth & Learning Mindset 		41.10%		39

		Political Savvy 		14.70%		14

		Resilient & Optimistic 		84.20%		80

		

		

		6.When considering the Sales Leader of the Future, how important is each of the following leadership competencies?  (1 = unimportant, 3 = moderately important, 5 = critically important)

		 		1		 		2		 		3		 		4		 		5		 		Responses 

		 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 

		Building Virtual Relationships 		0		% 		2		2.1% 		6		6.3% 		32		33.7% 		55		57.9% 		95

		Business / Industry Knowledge 		1		1.1% 		0		% 		4		4.2% 		35		36.8% 		55		57.9% 		95

		Collaboration 		1		1.1% 		0		% 		5		5.3% 		26		27.4% 		63		66.3% 		95

		Communications 		1		1.1% 		0		% 		3		3.2% 		21		22.1% 		70		73.7% 		95

		Creative Problem Solving 		0		% 		0		% 		6		6.3% 		35		36.8% 		54		56.8% 		95

		Customer-Focused 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		6		6.3% 		19		20.0% 		69		72.6% 		95

		Data-Driven Decisions 		0		% 		0		% 		13		13.7% 		45		47.4% 		37		38.9% 		95

		Emotional Intelligence (EQ) 		1		1.1% 		1		1.1% 		21		22.1% 		39		41.1% 		33		34.7% 		95

		Influence & Persuasion 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		19		20.0% 		48		50.5% 		27		28.4% 		95

		Planning / Goal Setting 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		20		21.1% 		46		48.4% 		28		29.5% 		95

		Strategic / Set Strategy 		1		1.1% 		1		1.1% 		7		7.4% 		33		34.7% 		53		55.8% 		95

		

		

		7.During the COVID-19 outbreak, what leadership competencies were most vital for Sales Leadership success? (Choose your top five)  

		Value 		Percent 		Count 

		Building Virtual Relationships 		66.30%		63

		Business / Industry Knowledge 		37.90%		36

		Collaboration 		65.30%		62

		Communications 		73.70%		70

		Creative Problem Solving 		69.50%		66

		Customer-Focused 		67.40%		64

		Data-Driven Decisions 		17.90%		17

		Emotional Intelligence (EQ) 		27.40%		26

		Influence & Persuasion 		20.00%		19

		Planning / Goal Setting 		13.70%		13

		Strategic / Set Strategy 		29.50%		28

		

		

		8.When considering the successful sales professionals of tomorrow, how important is each of the following technical skills?  (1 = unimportant, 3 = moderately important, 5 = critically important)  

		 		1		 		2		 		3		 		4		 		5		 		Responses 

		 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 

		Account Management / Account Planning 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		21		22.1% 		37		38.9% 		36		37.9% 		95

		Customer Relationship Management / Voice of Customer 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		7		7.4% 		28		29.5% 		59		62.1% 		95

		Customer Segmentation 		0		% 		3		3.2% 		34		35.8% 		41		43.2% 		17		17.9% 		95

		Internal Resources Engagement 		1		1.1% 		0		% 		16		16.8% 		46		48.4% 		32		33.7% 		95

		Negotiations Skills 		0		% 		2		2.1% 		19		20.0% 		44		46.3% 		30		31.6% 		95

		Pipeline / Portfolio Management 		0		% 		5		5.3% 		26		27.4% 		39		41.1% 		25		26.3% 		95

		Price Strategy 		0		% 		4		4.2% 		27		28.4% 		42		44.2% 		22		23.2% 		95

		Product Knowledge 		1		1.1% 		3		3.2% 		31		32.6% 		35		36.8% 		25		26.3% 		95

		Project Mgmt | Program Mgmt 		1		1.1% 		1		1.1% 		26		27.4% 		42		44.2% 		25		26.3% 		95

		

		

		9.During the COVID-19 outbreak, what core technical skills were most vital for success?  (Choose your top three)  

		Value 		Percent 		Count 

		Account Management / Account Planning 		43.20%		41

		Customer Relationship Management / Voice of Customer 		82.10%		78

		Customer Segmentation 		12.60%		12

		Internal Resources Engagement 		52.60%		50

		Negotiations Skills 		14.70%		14

		Pipeline / Portfolio Management 		17.90%		17

		Price Strategy 		9.50%		9

		Product Knowledge 		29.50%		28

		Project Mgmt | Program Mgmt 		31.60%		30

		

		

		10.What attributes, competencies and technical skills are missing from the list?  Please elaborate.   

		

		

		11.How consistently does your typical SAE team demonstrate each of the following leadership attributes? (1 = rarely demonstrates, 3 = often demonstrates, 5 = a model for others)  

		 		1		 		2		 		3		 		4		 		5		 		Responses 

		 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 

		Authentic 		2		2.5% 		1		1.2% 		17		21.0% 		34		42.0% 		27		33.3% 		81

		Bias for Action 		1		1.2% 		3		3.7% 		25		30.9% 		36		44.4% 		16		19.8% 		81

		Courageous 		4		4.9% 		6		7.4% 		38		46.9% 		23		28.4% 		10		12.3% 		81

		Curious & Inquisitive 		0		% 		5		6.2% 		26		32.1% 		33		40.7% 		17		21.0% 		81

		Empathetic 		0		% 		5		6.2% 		23		28.4% 		32		39.5% 		21		25.9% 		81

		Ethical 		0		% 		0		% 		7		8.6% 		21		25.9% 		53		65.4% 		81

		Financially Motivated 		3		3.7% 		7		8.6% 		27		33.3% 		26		32.1% 		18		22.2% 		81

		Goal Driven 		1		1.2% 		2		2.5% 		12		14.8% 		46		56.8% 		20		24.7% 		81

		Growth & Learning Mindset 		0		% 		1		1.2% 		29		35.8% 		26		32.1% 		25		30.9% 		81

		Political Savvy 		2		2.5% 		6		7.4% 		34		42.0% 		26		32.1% 		13		16.0% 		81

		Resilient & Optimistic 		0		% 		0		% 		19		23.5% 		34		42.0% 		28		34.6% 		81

		

		

		12.How consistently does your typical sales team demonstrate each of the following leadership competencies?  (1 = rarely demonstrates, 3 = often demonstrates, 5 = a model for others)

		 		1		 		2		 		3		 		4		 		5		 		Responses 

		 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 

		Building Virtual Relationships 		0		% 		5		6.2% 		29		35.8% 		29		35.8% 		18		22.2% 		81

		Business / Industry Knowledge 		1		1.2% 		3		3.7% 		16		19.8% 		44		54.3% 		17		21.0% 		81

		Collaboration 		0		% 		4		4.9% 		18		22.2% 		35		43.2% 		24		29.6% 		81

		Communications 		1		1.2% 		3		3.7% 		18		22.2% 		38		46.9% 		21		25.9% 		81

		Creative Problem Solving 		0		% 		5		6.2% 		34		42.0% 		26		32.1% 		16		19.8% 		81

		Customer-Focused 		0		% 		2		2.5% 		17		21.0% 		26		32.1% 		36		44.4% 		81

		Data-Driven Decisions 		1		1.2% 		12		14.8% 		36		44.4% 		22		27.2% 		10		12.3% 		81

		Emotional Intelligence (EQ) 		0		% 		8		10.0% 		35		43.8% 		26		32.5% 		11		13.8% 		80

		Influence & Persuasion 		2		2.5% 		5		6.2% 		27		33.3% 		37		45.7% 		10		12.3% 		81

		Planning / Goal Setting 		0		% 		8		9.9% 		36		44.4% 		25		30.9% 		12		14.8% 		81

		Strategic / Set Strategy 		2		2.5% 		7		8.6% 		33		40.7% 		24		29.6% 		15		18.5% 		81

		

		

		13.How proficient are your sales team's technical skills?   (1 = insufficient, 3 = average, 5 = industry-leading)

		 		1		 		2		 		3		 		4		 		5		 		Responses 

		 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 

		Account Management / Account Planning 		0		% 		6		7.4% 		22		27.2% 		39		48.1% 		14		17.3% 		81

		Customer Relationship Management 		0		% 		3		3.7% 		18		22.2% 		40		49.4% 		20		24.7% 		81

		District Management 		1		1.2% 		14		17.3% 		41		50.6% 		19		23.5% 		6		7.4% 		81

		Internal Resources Engagement 		1		1.2% 		7		8.6% 		36		44.4% 		32		39.5% 		5		6.2% 		81

		Pipeline Management 		1		1.2% 		9		11.1% 		44		54.3% 		20		24.7% 		7		8.6% 		81

		Portfolio Management 		0		% 		6		7.4% 		30		37.0% 		34		42.0% 		11		13.6% 		81

		Price Strategy 		0		% 		7		8.6% 		38		46.9% 		25		30.9% 		11		13.6% 		81

		Product Knowledge 		1		1.2% 		5		6.2% 		20		24.7% 		34		42.0% 		21		25.9% 		81

		Project Mgmt | Program Mgmt 		1		1.2% 		8		9.9% 		29		35.8% 		34		42.0% 		9		11.1% 		81

		Segmentation 		0		% 		13		16.3% 		39		48.8% 		20		25.0% 		8		10.0% 		80

		Voice of Customer 		0		% 		7		8.6% 		16		19.8% 		27		33.3% 		31		38.3% 		81

		

		

		14.If you could wave a magic wand and dramatically elevate one leadership attribute/competency or sales technical skill, then what would it be and why?

		

		

		15.Is there anything else you would like to share to help inform us in this survey? 

		

		

		16.Please share your contact info if you would like to receive a complimentary summary of the survey results.  Your information will not be shared with others or connected with your survey responses.  
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		2.Select the option best describing your role

		Value 		Percent 		Count 

		C-Level		12.20%		14

		VP Level 		26.10%		30

		Sales Leader 		11.30%		13

		Strategic Account Executive 		37.40%		43

		Other 		13.00%		15

		 		Totals 		115

		

		



		3.How many employees does your organization have? 

		Value 		Percent 		Count 

		More than 20,000 		20.9%		24

		10,000 - 19,999 		8.7%		10

		5,000 -  9,999 		13.9%		16

		2,500 - 4, 999 		11.3%		13

		751 - 2,499 		15.7%		18

		Fewer than 750 		29.6%		34

		 		Totals 		115

		

		

		4.When considering the Strategic Account Executive (SAE) of the Future, how important is each of the following leadership attributes?  (1 = unimportant, 3 = moderately important, 5 = critically important)

		 		1		 		2		 		3		 		4		 		5		 		Responses 

		 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 								Imp		Cons 				Diff bet Imp Cons

		Authentic 		1		1.1% 		0		% 		5		5.3% 		27		28.4% 		62		65.3% 		95		4.57				Ethical 		4.80		3.89		Growth & Learning Mindset 		1.17

		Bias for Action 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		16		16.8% 		40		42.1% 		38		40.0% 		95		4.21				Authentic 		4.57		3.43		Authentic 		1.14

		Courageous 		0		% 		3		3.2% 		22		23.2% 		43		45.3% 		27		28.4% 		95		3.99				Growth & Learning Mindset 		4.52		3.35		Courageous 		1.13

		Curious & Inquisitive 		0		% 		2		2.1% 		7		7.4% 		48		50.5% 		38		40.0% 		95		4.28				Resilient & Optimistic 		4.38		3.51		Curious & Inquisitive 		1.07

		Empathetic 		0		% 		3		3.2% 		21		22.1% 		41		43.2% 		30		31.6% 		95		4.03				Goal Driven 		4.33		3.42		Political Savvy 		1.01

		Ethical 		1		1.1% 		0		% 		2		2.1% 		11		11.6% 		81		85.3% 		95		4.80				Curious & Inquisitive 		4.28		3.21		Bias for Action 		0.99

		Financially Motivated 		5		5.3% 		7		7.4% 		44		46.3% 		24		25.3% 		15		15.8% 		95		3.39				Bias for Action 		4.21		3.22		Ethical 		0.91

		Goal Driven 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		10		10.5% 		41		43.2% 		43		45.3% 		95		4.33				Empathetic 		4.03		3.28		Goal Driven 		0.91

		Growth & Learning Mindset 		0		% 		0		% 		7		7.4% 		32		33.7% 		56		58.9% 		95		4.52				Political Savvy 		4.01		3.00		Resilient & Optimistic 		0.87

		Political Savvy 		0		% 		3		3.2% 		27		28.4% 		31		32.6% 		34		35.8% 		95		4.01				Courageous 		3.99		2.86		Empathetic 		0.75

		Resilient & Optimistic 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		6		6.3% 		44		46.3% 		44		46.3% 		95		4.38				Financially Motivated 		3.39		3.07		Financially Motivated 		0.32

		







































		

		5.During the COVID-19 outbreak, what leadership attributes were most vital to Sales Leadership success? (Choose your top five)  

		Value 		Percent 		Count 

		Resilient & Optimistic 		84.20%		80

		Empathetic 		66.30%		63

		Ethical 		60.00%		57

		Bias for Action 		55.80%		53

		Authentic 		53.70%		51

		Growth & Learning Mindset 		41.10%		39

		Courageous 		36.80%		35

		Curious & Inquisitive 		34.70%		33

		Goal-Driven 		22.10%		21

		Political Savvy 		14.70%		14

		Financially Motivated 		4.20%		4

		





































		

		6.When considering the Sales Leader of the Future, how important is each of the following leadership competencies?  (1 = unimportant, 3 = moderately important, 5 = critically important)

		 		1		 		2		 		3		 		4		 		5		 		Responses 

		 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 								Imp		Cons				Diff bet Imp Cons

		Building Virtual Relationships 		0		% 		2		2.1% 		6		6.3% 		32		33.7% 		55		57.9% 		95		4.47				Communications 		4.67		3.35		Strategic / Set Strategy 		1.42		1.33

		Business / Industry Knowledge 		1		1.1% 		0		% 		4		4.2% 		35		36.8% 		55		57.9% 		95		4.51				Customer-Focused 		4.64		3.57		Data-Driven Decisions 		1.40		1.07

		Collaboration 		1		1.1% 		0		% 		5		5.3% 		26		27.4% 		63		66.3% 		95		4.58				Collaboration 		4.58		3.39		Creative Problem Solving 		1.39		1.19

		Communications 		1		1.1% 		0		% 		3		3.2% 		21		22.1% 		70		73.7% 		95		4.67				Business / Ind Knowledge 		4.51		3.33		Communications 		1.33		1.18

		Creative Problem Solving 		0		% 		0		% 		6		6.3% 		35		36.8% 		54		56.8% 		95		4.51				Creative Problem Solving 		4.51		3.12		Building Virtual Relationships 		1.28		1.39

		Customer-Focused 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		6		6.3% 		19		20.0% 		69		72.6% 		95		4.64				Building Virtual Relationships 		4.47		3.19		Collaboration 		1.19		1.28

		Data-Driven Decisions 		0		% 		0		% 		13		13.7% 		45		47.4% 		37		38.9% 		95		4.25				Strategic / Set Strategy 		4.43		3.01		Business / Ind Knowledge 		1.18		1.42

		Emotional Intelligence (EQ) 		1		1.1% 		1		1.1% 		21		22.1% 		39		41.1% 		33		34.7% 		95		4.07				Data-Driven Decisions 		4.25		2.85		Emotional Intelligence (EQ) 		1.13		1.40

		Influence & Persuasion 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		19		20.0% 		48		50.5% 		27		28.4% 		95		4.06				Emotional Intelligence (EQ) 		4.07		2.95		Planning / Goal Setting 		1.07		1.13

		Planning / Goal Setting 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		20		21.1% 		46		48.4% 		28		29.5% 		95		4.06				Influence & Persuasion 		4.06		3.06		Customer-Focused 		1.07		1.00

		Strategic / Set Strategy 		1		1.1% 		1		1.1% 		7		7.4% 		33		34.7% 		53		55.8% 		95		4.43				Planning / Goal Setting 		4.06		2.99		Influence & Persuasion 		1.00		1.07

		







																																0.61		Gap between highest and lowest importance level































		

		7.During the COVID-19 outbreak, what leadership competencies were most vital for Sales Leadership success? (Choose your top five)  

		Value 		Percent 		Count 						Value 		Percent 		Count 				Value 		Percent 		Count 

		Communications 		73.70%		70						Resilient & Optimistic 		84.20%		80				Customer Relationship Management / Voice of Customer 		82.10%		78

		Creative Problem Solving 		69.50%		66						Empathetic 		66.30%		63				Internal Resources Engagement 		52.60%		50

		Customer-Focused 		67.40%		64						Ethical 		60.00%		57				Account Management / Account Planning 		43.20%		41

		Building Virtual Relationships 		66.30%		63						Bias for Action 		55.80%		53				Project Mgmt | Program Mgmt 		31.60%		30

		Collaboration 		65.30%		62						Authentic 		53.70%		51				Product Knowledge 		29.50%		28

		Business / Industry Knowledge 		37.90%		36						Growth & Learning Mindset 		41.10%		39				Pipeline / Portfolio Management 		17.90%		17

		Strategic / Set Strategy 		29.50%		28						Courageous 		36.80%		35				Negotiations Skills 		14.70%		14

		Emotional Intelligence (EQ) 		27.40%		26						Curious & Inquisitive 		34.70%		33				Customer Segmentation 		12.60%		12

		Influence & Persuasion 		20.00%		19						Goal-Driven 		22.10%		21				Price Strategy 		9.50%		9

		Data-Driven Decisions 		17.90%		17						Political Savvy 		14.70%		14

		Planning / Goal Setting 		13.70%		13						Financially Motivated 		4.20%		4

		

		COMPETENCIES										ATTRIBUTES								TECHNICAL SKILLS



		Top 5 During COVID-19

		Competencies		Attributes		Technical Skills

		Communications (74%)		Resilient & Optimistic (84%)		Customer Relationship Management / VOC (82%)

		Creative Problem Solving (70%)		Empathetic (66%)		Internal Resources Engagement (53%)

		Customer-Focused (67%)		Ethical (60%)		Account Management / Account Planning (43%)

		Building Virtual Relationships (66%)		Bias for Action (56%)		Project Mgmt | Program Mgmt (32%)

		Collaboration (65%)		Authentic (54%)		Product Knowledge (30%)

		

		8.When considering the successful sales professionals of tomorrow, how important is each of the following technical skills?  (1 = unimportant, 3 = moderately important, 5 = critically important)  

		 		1		 		2		 		3		 		4		 		5		 		Responses 

		 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 								Importance		Proficiency				Gap

		Account Management / Account Planning 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		21		22.1% 		37		38.9% 		36		37.9% 		95		4.14				CRM | VOC		4.53		3.37		Internal Rsrcs Engmt 		1.23		1.16

		Customer Relationship Management / Voice of Customer 		0		% 		1		1.1% 		7		7.4% 		28		29.5% 		59		62.1% 		95		4.53				Acct Mngmt | Acct Plang 		4.14		3.20		CRM | VOC		1.16		0.94

		Customer Segmentation 		0		% 		3		3.2% 		34		35.8% 		41		43.2% 		17		17.9% 		95		3.76				Internal Rsrcs Engmt 		4.14		2.91		Pipeline | Portfolio Mgmt 		1.08		1.23

		Internal Resources Engagement 		1		1.1% 		0		% 		16		16.8% 		46		48.4% 		32		33.7% 		95		4.14				Project Mgmt | Prgrm Mgmt 		3.94		3.00		Customer Segmentation 		0.99		0.94

		Negotiations Skills 		0		% 		2		2.1% 		19		20.0% 		44		46.3% 		30		31.6% 		95		4.07				Pipeline | Portfolio Mgmt 		3.88		2.80		Acct Mngmt | Acct Plang 		0.94		1.08

		Pipeline / Portfolio Management 		0		% 		5		5.3% 		26		27.4% 		39		41.1% 		25		26.3% 		95		3.88				Price Strategy 		3.86		2.98		Project Mgmt | Prgrm Mgmt 		0.94		0.88

		Price Strategy 		0		% 		4		4.2% 		27		28.4% 		42		44.2% 		22		23.2% 		95		3.86				Product Knowledge 		3.84		3.28		Price Strategy 		0.88		0.56

		Product Knowledge 		1		1.1% 		3		3.2% 		31		32.6% 		35		36.8% 		25		26.3% 		95		3.84				Customer Segmentation 		3.76		2.77		Product Knowledge 		0.56		0.99

		Project Mgmt | Program Mgmt 		1		1.1% 		1		1.1% 		26		27.4% 		42		44.2% 		25		26.3% 		95		3.94

																														Portfolio Management 				3.08

																														District Management 				2.72

																														Voice of Customer 				3.42

																														Negotiations Skills 		4.07



























		

		9.During the COVID-19 outbreak, what core technical skills were most vital for success?  (Choose your top three)  

		Value 		Percent 		Count 

		Customer Relationship Management / Voice of Customer 		82.10%		78

		Internal Resources Engagement 		52.60%		50

		Account Management / Account Planning 		43.20%		41

		Project Mgmt | Program Mgmt 		31.60%		30

		Product Knowledge 		29.50%		28

		Pipeline / Portfolio Management 		17.90%		17

		Negotiations Skills 		14.70%		14

		Customer Segmentation 		12.60%		12

		Price Strategy 		9.50%		9

		

































		

		10.What attributes, competencies and technical skills are missing from the list?  Please elaborate.   

		

		

		11.How consistently does your typical SAE team demonstrate each of the following leadership attributes? (1 = rarely demonstrates, 3 = often demonstrates, 5 = a model for others)  

		 		1		 		2		 		3		 		4		 		5		 		Responses 

		 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 

		Authentic 		2		2.5% 		1		1.2% 		17		21.0% 		34		42.0% 		27		33.3% 		81		3.43				Ethical 		3.89

		Bias for Action 		1		1.2% 		3		3.7% 		25		30.9% 		36		44.4% 		16		19.8% 		81		3.22				Resilient & Optimistic 		3.51

		Courageous 		4		4.9% 		6		7.4% 		38		46.9% 		23		28.4% 		10		12.3% 		81		2.86				Authentic 		3.43

		Curious & Inquisitive 		0		% 		5		6.2% 		26		32.1% 		33		40.7% 		17		21.0% 		81		3.21				Goal Driven 		3.42

		Empathetic 		0		% 		5		6.2% 		23		28.4% 		32		39.5% 		21		25.9% 		81		3.28				Growth & Learning Mindset 		3.35

		Ethical 		0		% 		0		% 		7		8.6% 		21		25.9% 		53		65.4% 		81		3.89				Empathetic 		3.28

		Financially Motivated 		3		3.7% 		7		8.6% 		27		33.3% 		26		32.1% 		18		22.2% 		81		3.07				Bias for Action 		3.22

		Goal Driven 		1		1.2% 		2		2.5% 		12		14.8% 		46		56.8% 		20		24.7% 		81		3.42				Curious & Inquisitive 		3.21

		Growth & Learning Mindset 		0		% 		1		1.2% 		29		35.8% 		26		32.1% 		25		30.9% 		81		3.35				Financially Motivated 		3.07

		Political Savvy 		2		2.5% 		6		7.4% 		34		42.0% 		26		32.1% 		13		16.0% 		81		3.00				Political Savvy 		3.00

		Resilient & Optimistic 		0		% 		0		% 		19		23.5% 		34		42.0% 		28		34.6% 		81		3.51				Courageous 		2.86

		

		

		12.How consistently does your typical sales team demonstrate each of the following leadership competencies?  (1 = rarely demonstrates, 3 = often demonstrates, 5 = a model for others)

		 		1		 		2		 		3		 		4		 		5		 		Responses 

		 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 

		Building Virtual Relationships 		0		% 		5		6.2% 		29		35.8% 		29		35.8% 		18		22.2% 		81		3.19				Customer-Focused 		3.57

		Business / Industry Knowledge 		1		1.2% 		3		3.7% 		16		19.8% 		44		54.3% 		17		21.0% 		81		3.33				Collaboration 		3.39

		Collaboration 		0		% 		4		4.9% 		18		22.2% 		35		43.2% 		24		29.6% 		81		3.39				Communications 		3.35

		Communications 		1		1.2% 		3		3.7% 		18		22.2% 		38		46.9% 		21		25.9% 		81		3.35				Business / Industry Knowledge 		3.33

		Creative Problem Solving 		0		% 		5		6.2% 		34		42.0% 		26		32.1% 		16		19.8% 		81		3.12				Building Virtual Relationships 		3.19

		Customer-Focused 		0		% 		2		2.5% 		17		21.0% 		26		32.1% 		36		44.4% 		81		3.57				Creative Problem Solving 		3.12

		Data-Driven Decisions 		1		1.2% 		12		14.8% 		36		44.4% 		22		27.2% 		10		12.3% 		81		2.85				Influence & Persuasion 		3.06

		Emotional Intelligence (EQ) 		0		% 		8		10.0% 		35		43.8% 		26		32.5% 		11		13.8% 		80		2.95				Strategic / Set Strategy 		3.01

		Influence & Persuasion 		2		2.5% 		5		6.2% 		27		33.3% 		37		45.7% 		10		12.3% 		81		3.06				Planning / Goal Setting 		2.99

		Planning / Goal Setting 		0		% 		8		9.9% 		36		44.4% 		25		30.9% 		12		14.8% 		81		2.99				Emotional Intelligence (EQ) 		2.95

		Strategic / Set Strategy 		2		2.5% 		7		8.6% 		33		40.7% 		24		29.6% 		15		18.5% 		81		3.01				Data-Driven Decisions 		2.85

		

		

		13.How proficient are your sales team's technical skills?   (1 = insufficient, 3 = average, 5 = industry-leading)

		 		1		 		2		 		3		 		4		 		5		 		Responses 

		 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 		Row % 		Count 

		Account Management / Account Planning 		0		% 		6		7.4% 		22		27.2% 		39		48.1% 		14		17.3% 		81		3.20				Voice of Customer 		3.42

		Customer Relationship Management 		0		% 		3		3.7% 		18		22.2% 		40		49.4% 		20		24.7% 		81		3.37				Customer Relationship Management 		3.37

		District Management 		1		1.2% 		14		17.3% 		41		50.6% 		19		23.5% 		6		7.4% 		81		2.72				Product Knowledge 		3.28

		Internal Resources Engagement 		1		1.2% 		7		8.6% 		36		44.4% 		32		39.5% 		5		6.2% 		81		2.91				Account Management / Account Planning 		3.20

		Pipeline Management 		1		1.2% 		9		11.1% 		44		54.3% 		20		24.7% 		7		8.6% 		81		2.80				Portfolio Management 		3.08

		Portfolio Management 		0		% 		6		7.4% 		30		37.0% 		34		42.0% 		11		13.6% 		81		3.08				Project Mgmt | Program Mgmt 		3.00

		Price Strategy 		0		% 		7		8.6% 		38		46.9% 		25		30.9% 		11		13.6% 		81		2.98				Price Strategy 		2.98

		Product Knowledge 		1		1.2% 		5		6.2% 		20		24.7% 		34		42.0% 		21		25.9% 		81		3.28				Internal Resources Engagement 		2.91

		Project Mgmt | Program Mgmt 		1		1.2% 		8		9.9% 		29		35.8% 		34		42.0% 		9		11.1% 		81		3.00				Pipeline Management 		2.80

		Segmentation 		0		% 		13		16.3% 		39		48.8% 		20		25.0% 		8		10.0% 		80		2.77				Segmentation 		2.77

		Voice of Customer 		0		% 		7		8.6% 		16		19.8% 		27		33.3% 		31		38.3% 		81		3.42				District Management 		2.72

		



































		

		14.If you could wave a magic wand and dramatically elevate one leadership attribute/competency or sales technical skill, then what would it be and why?

		

		

		15.Is there anything else you would like to share to help inform us in this survey? 

		

		

		16.Please share your contact info if you would like to receive a complimentary summary of the survey results.  Your information will not be shared with others or connected with your survey responses.  

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



Attributes Rated by Importance and Consistency



Importance	Ethical 	Authentic 	Growth 	&	 Learning Mindset 	Resilient 	&	 Optimistic 	Goal Driven 	Curious 	&	 Inquisitive 	Bias for Action 	Empathetic 	Political Savvy 	Courageous 	Financially Motivated 	4.8	4.5684210526315789	4.5157894736842108	4.3789473684210529	4.3263157894736839	4.2842105263157899	4.2105263157894735	4.0315789473684207	4.0105263157894733	3.9894736842105263	3.3894736842105262	Consistency	Ethical 	Authentic 	Growth 	&	 Learning Mindset 	Resilient 	&	 Optimistic 	Goal Driven 	Curious 	&	 Inquisitive 	Bias for Action 	Empathetic 	Political Savvy 	Courageous 	Financially Motivated 	3.8947368421052633	3.4315789473684211	3.3473684210526318	3.5052631578947366	3.4210526315789473	3.2105263157894739	3.2210526315789472	3.2842105263157895	3	2.8631578947368421	3.0736842105263156	

Average Rating









Competencies by Importance and Consistency



Importance	Communications 	Customer-Focused 	Collaboration 	Business / Ind Knowledge 	Creative Problem Solving 	Building Virtual Relationships 	Strategic / Set Strategy 	Data-Driven Decisions 	Emotional Intelligence (EQ) 	Influence 	&	 Persuasion 	Planning / Goal Setting 	4.6736842105263161	4.6421052631578945	4.5789473684210522	4.5052631578947366	4.5052631578947366	4.4736842105263159	4.4315789473684211	4.2526315789473683	4.0736842105263156	4.0631578947368423	4.0631578947368423	Frequency	Communications 	Customer-Focused 	Collaboration 	Business / Ind Knowledge 	Creative Problem Solving 	Building Virtual Relationships 	Strategic / Set Strategy 	Data-Driven Decisions 	Emotional Intelligence (EQ) 	Influence 	&	 Persuasion 	Planning / Goal Setting 	3.3473684210526318	3.5684210526315789	3.3894736842105262	3.3263157894736843	3.1157894736842104	3.1894736842105265	3.0105263157894737	2.8526315789473684	2.9473684210526314	3.0631578947368423	2.9894736842105263	

Average Rating











Supplier / Manuf	IDN / Hosp / Health Sys	Distributor 	GPO 	Consultant / Advisor 	Other  	0.51300000000000001	0.122	8.6999999999999994E-2	3.5000000000000003E-2	0.22600000000000001	1.7000000000000001E-2	



C-Level	VP Level 	Sales Leader 	Strategic Account Executive 	Other 	0.122	0.26100000000000001	0.113	0.374	0.13	

Importance and Proficiency



Importance	CRM | VOC	Acct Mngmt | Acct Plang 	Internal Rsrcs Engmt 	Project Mgmt | Prgrm Mgmt 	Pipeline | Portfolio Mgmt 	Price Strategy 	Product Knowledge 	Customer Segmentation 	4.5263157894736841	4.1368421052631579	4.1368421052631579	3.9368421052631577	3.8842105263157896	3.8631578947368421	3.8421052631578947	3.7578947368421054	Proficiency	CRM | VOC	Acct Mngmt | Acct Plang 	Internal Rsrcs Engmt 	Project Mgmt | Prgrm Mgmt 	Pipeline | Portfolio Mgmt 	Price Strategy 	Product Knowle	dge 	Customer Segmentation 	3.3684210526315788	3.2	2.905263157894737	3	2.8	2.9789473684210526	3.2842105263157895	2.7684210526315791	









Chart COVID Top 5

		Top 5 During COVID-19

		Competencies		Attributes		Technical Skills

		Communications (74%)		Resilient & Optimistic (84%)		Customer Relationship Management (82%)

		Creative Problem Solving (70%)		Empathetic (66%)		Internal Resources Engagement (53%)

		Customer-Focused (67%)		Ethical (60%)		Account Management  (43%)

		Building Virtual Relationships (66%)		Bias for Action (56%)		Project Mgmt | Program Mgmt (32%)

		Collaboration (65%)		Authentic (54%)		Product Knowledge (30%)









Sales Leader of the Future
2021 Survey Summary

Joe Walsh Christine Homer
Joe@supplychainsherpas.com Christine@supplychainsherpas.com

Supply Chain Sherpas appreciates IDN Summit, Share Moving Media, and Hays Waldrop for their support. 

If You Could Wave a Magic Wand and Elevate ONE Area:

http://www.supplychainsherpas.com/
mailto:joe@supplychainsherpas.com
mailto:Christine@supplychainsherpas.com
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